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Decoupling touch from sex:
gender(ed) representations of
physical intimacy in the cuddle
industry

Paulo Santos*

IRCCS San Camillo Hospital, Venice Lido, Italy

The present study explores the resistance to and potential transformation

of hegemonic gender norms regarding intimacy and sexuality through an

instrumental case study of the so-called “professional cuddlers”, a category of

body workers that have proliferated in Europe since 2015 o�ering paid sessions

of non-sexual physical intimacy. Despite e�orts to frame the service as a form of

therapy, professional cuddling is often misunderstood as a front for prostitution,

and practitioners must frequently deal with unwanted sexual advancements.

Drawing from a 3-year online ethnographic study of cuddling services, the dataset

includes 10 in-depth interviews informed by a previous qualitative analysis of

46 newspaper articles, 16 forum discussions, and 25 websites related to such

practices. Findings demonstrate that the representational limbo experienced by

practitioners could be better understood as a product of the “sexusociety”.

Though it is unclear whether professional cuddling has any significant impact

on hegemonic gender norms, results show that it nonetheless deconstructs the

normative landscape through the enactment of alternative scripts.
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1. Introduction

People are nowadays resorting to the market to mitigate the impact of three

important factors that have deeply transformed our society: migration to urban

areas, the ascent of the working woman and the rise of divorce rate (Hochschild,

2012). With the “intellectualization” of daily life and the transformation of intimate

relationships into cognitive objects that can be exchanged (Illouz, 2007), the bulk

of care and sex work that used to be carried out for love is now being done for

profit (McDowell, 2009). This growing tendency, as suggested previously, has been

facilitated by the social changes that industrialization and capitalism have engendered,

such as the erosion of community and family life. Under these circumstances, we

have witnessed a proliferation of private businesses that surrogate social practices once

confined to the household or the neighborhood, thus fostering a new “commodity

frontier” (Hochschild, 2003). Regardless of the “hostile worlds” view that conceives

the intimate and the economic as two fundamentally incompatible spheres due to

the destructive consequences that the latter may have over the former, it seems that

these commodified forms of intimacy have increasingly gained cultural acceptance

(Zelizer, 2005). In Europe, for instance, there is a particularly high market demand for

caring and sex services that are mostly provided by migrant women (Agustín, 2007).
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It is against such backdrop that professional cuddling emerged,

presenting itself as a therapeutical practice which enables both

recipients and practitioners to experience a nurturing and

relaxing session of mutual non-sexual touch. However, despite

the efforts of professional cuddlers to desexualize their line of

work, media and public opinion often end up depicting cuddling

services as a front for prostitution. Consequently, practitioners

experience a stigmatizing representational limbo regarding their

professional stance.

The spectrum of services and practices a professional cuddler

may offer is somewhat broad but sessions typically consist in

providing clients with hugs, snuggles and massages within a safe

environment, intended to be free of bias, conflict, criticism, or

potentially threatening actions, ideas or conversations. Sessions

will often take place at the practitioner’s studio, commonly located

near other wellness experts such as holistic healers, chiropractors,

massage therapists and yoga teachers. Studios are minimal yet cozy

in their decoration with dim, warm lights matched with scented

candles and relaxing, ambient music setting the atmosphere.

Several cushions, blankets and futon mattresses are normally

available for clients to feel comfortable in whatever cuddling

position they choose to settle (face hugging, head on lap, lounge

chair, spooning). Less typical, though not uncommon, services that

some practitioners offer as well are watching movies, preparing

meals together, walking in the park while holding hands and other

companionship activities. In the absence of a personal studio,

professional cuddlers who prefer not to bring clients home, will

conduct sessions at hotel rooms or at the client’s own quarters.

What is so unique about professional cuddling, is that it

does, indeed, provide similar comforts that many sex workers

offer to their clients, except that it allows no space for sexual

achievements. It may (and it does) sound surprising for many,

but the idea according to which men who purchase sex are

simply seeking to satisfy a biological need (i.e., ejaculation)

is a common misconception. After all, research on the sex

market has shown that many customers pursue not only

physical, but also social and emotional satisfaction (Sanders,

2008). Moreover, physical intimacy doesn’t necessarily have to be

sexual in nature nor does it have to come in the form of an

orgasmic release, in case it is. In fact, it is not unusual for sex

workers to solely provide intimate non-sexual physical interactions

(Sanders, 2007).

At times, cuddling services might resemble the so-called

girlfriend experience, a service commonly provided by middle-

class sex workers in which the escort simulates being a girlfriend

through the engagement of emotions and affects which are usually

limited to the private sphere, thus forming an “authentic, yet

bounded, interpersonal connection” (Bernstein, 2007; p. 474).

According to the professional cuddlers that were interviewed for

the present study, this could be particularly true in those cases

where practitioners concede, upon customer request, to perform

activities that are more akin to companionship services than

to what professional cuddling is actually supposed to provide.

However, many practitioners choose to distance themselves from

these requests because, as they argue, it blurs the boundaries

between work and private life, which in turn raises concerns about

the potential development of romantic feelings.

All in all, professional cuddlers maintain that what they offer

is a non-sexual and non-romantic service, but not everyone

shares that same conviction. As it has been pointed out by other

body workers who often deal with stigmatizing representations

of their professional identity and that experience similar tensions

(Wolkowitz, 2002), many are skeptical about what happens behind

closed doors. These are commonly held opinions that can be

observed at online forum discussions as well as media articles

about cuddling services. In fact, there is a certain inclination

toward focusing on the sexual rather than therapeutic aspects

of the practice, which is not so surprising given that “body

work involves confronting the sexual meanings of the body and,

therefore, always involves sexualization/desexualization” (Cohen

et al., 2013; p. 10). Massage therapists, who have a long history

dealing with wrong perceptions regarding their occupation (Oerton

and Phoenix, 2001; Sullivan, 2012), are an emblematic example.

For this reason, several efforts have been made to desexualize

the practice (Sullivan, 2014) by deploying certain “discursive

formations or professional identifications” (Oerton, 2004; p. 553)

that purge their image from the “dirty work” label which is so

often associated to physically intimate labor (Simpson et al., 2012).

Much like massage practitioners set boundaries to separate massage

therapy from sex work, so do professional cuddlers. Except that

for the latter, the need for desexualization strategies is greatly

exacerbated not only by the subjects’ gender, given that it plays an

important role on how intimate interactions are socially perceived

and understood (Simpson, 2009), but also by the fact that, since

recipients are encouraged to cuddle back practitioners, there is a

less clear distinction between the body that is working and the body

that is being worked upon.

As Sullivan has suggested, “gendered tensions in the professions

are revealed when the impetus to monitor and control sexuality

rests on individuals. Overall, women must properly control their

bodies and men must maintain their status as ‘masculine”’ (2014;

p. 349). It is not a coincidence that men who perform feminized

labor are frequently seen as predators or homosexuals (Lupton,

2000; Sargent, 2000). These assumptions are determined by an

underlying traditional principle according to which masculinity

and intimacy don’t blend because male touch carries a sexualized

meaning, especially within more intimate contexts (Fisher, 2009).

To date, sociological literature on professional cuddling seems

quite limited. It has been used as a case study to explore how non-

normative intimacies raise anxieties and hostilities that “illuminate

various facets of normalization and their role in the regulation

of affect” (Szegheo-Lang, 2015; p. 21) or how boundaries are

negotiated in similar settings (Mayr, 2023). With the present study

though, it is my aim to explore how professional cuddling sessions,

albeit structured around hegemonic understandings of masculinity

(Connell andMesserschmidt, 2005), still have the potential to resist

(and perhaps transform) gender norms through the enactment of

alternative scripts.

On one hand, desexualization strategies incur in the risk of

reinforcing those same social representations which they are up

against, precisely because of being rooted on the idea that sexuality

at work is dangerous. In other words, it is as if the only possible

manifestation is either through harassment or coerciveness, where

men are aggressors and women are victims hence reproducing
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the same old socio-cultural beliefs regarding gender behavior

that strip individuals from their subjectivity. This does not mean

that sexual advancements aren’t a real issue for body workers in

general. As the famous Thomas theorem posits, “if men define

situations as real, they are real in their consequences” (Thomas

and Thomas, 1928; p. 572). Therefore, many professional cuddlers

express concerns about recipients who misunderstand the scope

of what the service offers, which is also one of the reasons why

so much attention is paid to the practitioner’s self-presentation, to

the professionalization of the service and to the screenings that are

performed on customers. On the other hand though, the particular

ways in which professional cuddlers frame physical intimacy and

address sexuality whenever it arises, propose a different picture

where mutual touch and caressing don’t necessarily have to convey

an implicit sexual desire. But even when it does, they enable

both parties involved in the session to express such desire and

choose sexual inactivity, thus liberating them from the pressures

of conforming to sexual norms (Hooks, 2000).

2. Methodology

2.1. Online ethnography

Conducting an online ethnography was a methodological

choice related to two specific reasons. Firstly, because professional

cuddling is a multi-sited phenomenon, a condition that posed

considerable geographical obstacles since the research was

conducted from Italy between 2017 and 2019, and then from

Portugal between 2019 and 2020. Back then there were no

professional cuddlers in either of these two countries. Secondly,

because most of the daily tasks carried out by professional

cuddlers are mediated by technological devices (i.e., computers,

smartphones, tablets) and often take place on the Internet. To this

matter, Hine (2015; p. 32) argues that ethnographic research should

consider the blended nature of late-modern societies, a notion that

is well illustrated by her E3 Internet metaphor:

For development of an ethnographic strategy for the

Internet, it has seemed particularly significant that it is

embedded in various contextualizing frameworks, institutions,

and devices, that the experience of using it is embodied and

hence highly personal and that it is everyday, often treated

as an unremarkable and mundane infrastructure rather than

something that people talk about in itself unless something

significant goes wrong.

Just like many other forms of body work, besides being

part of the informal sector, professional cuddling is also fairly

invisible as it is performed one-on-one, behind closed doors, and

frequently outside of the conventional notion of the workplace,

such as at the practitioner’s or recipient’s home. For this reason,

and considering the elevated costs of a cuddle session as well,

observation was limited to the virtual environments in which

professional cuddlers operate their businesses and interact with

the public. Some examples are the several cuddling agencies

and cuddling social networks that can be found online, where

it is possible to observe not only how stakeholders articulate

information to present the service according to a specific frame,

but also the interactions between community members at the

discussion forum. Other examples are the newspaper articles where

practitioners get interviewed or certain sub forums from Reddit

in which many professional cuddlers have disclosed information

about their occupation to a wider audience of users that have the

chance to interact with the interviewee.1

2.2. Field definition

Resonating with Hammersley and Atkinson (1983; p. 32)

argument that the definition of settings isn’t natural since

“boundaries are not fixed but shift across occasions [...] through

processes of redefinition and negotiation,” Burrell (2009; p.

182) proposes that, ultimately, the field site is “the stage on

which the social processes under study take place” and that it

is “constructed rather than discovered” through a process “of

exclusion and inclusion.” Thus, efforts were made to patch each

virtual terrain into a network of “interconnected (web) sites and

their communities of users” (Airoldi, 2018; p. 3) by adopting some

modes of construction outlined by Marcus (1995) for approaching

multi-sited fieldwork: following the metaphor, following the conflict

and following the people.

2.3. Empirical framework and research
questions

The empirical dataset from which this research draws its

results is the product of a 3-year online ethnographic study

of professional cuddlers and their social world, consisting in a

combination of several iterative rounds of data collection, with

each stage informing the next. During the exploratory stage,

observations—though mostly non-participant—were made overtly

on the community’s own forums and covertly on other public

forums not requiring access credentials. A total amount of 46

newspaper articles, 16 forum discussions and 25 websites related

to professional cuddling were collected and analyzed along with

Nonhoff (2017) principle of “discourse analysis as critique”. This

first stage helped formulating a hypothesis (H) which, in turn,

developed into a more specific set of research questions (RQ):

H. Professional cuddling is often perceived as sex work due

to a general conflation of intimacy and sexuality, whereas the

latter is considered to be a prerequisite to the former.

RQ1. Why is professional cuddling often confused with

sex work?

RQ2. What mechanisms underpin such representations?

RQ3. How do professional cuddlers manage their identity

and tackle the stigma associated to their line of work?

Once the problem was defined, besides having exchanged

e-mail correspondence with some relevant actors and analyzed

1 In this case, sub forums dedicated to AMAs (Ask Me Anything) were

particularly useful to see the reactions that the practice triggers on the public.
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documents related to cuddling services, formal in-depth interviews

with professional cuddlers were conducted according to a

semi-structured script consisting in open-ended questions, or

rather prompts2, that addressed (a) the process of becoming a

professional cuddler, (b) the aspects involved in being one, (c)

how sessions are conducted and managed, and (d) the perceptions

regarding public opinion and media depictions of cuddling

services. All these dimensions had emerged in the course of the

exploratory stage.

Interviewees were recruited according to a heterogenous

purposive sampling (also known as judgment sampling) technique

which is particularly useful for studying new cultural domains

through the knowledge provided by the experts that can be found

within. This technique is not oriented toward randomization

nor probability, instead the researcher deliberately chooses key

informants (Bernard, 2002) who have a deep knowledge of the

culture being studied (Campbell, 1955; Tremblay, 1957; Seidler,

1974), based on what needs to be known. In this case, the goal

was to obtain an insider perspective about cuddling services from

a diversified point of view. Hence, an attempt was made to

recruit professional cuddlers with different profiles (age, gender

and nationality).

The study focused mainly on the emergence and development

of cuddling services in Europe which, despite having first appeared

in the UK around 2012, only burgeoned between 2017 and 2018.

Considering that it was (and still is) an emergent niche market,

research participants were hard to recruit for several reasons:

timezone differences, language barriers and number of available

practitioners working within European territory. Out of the 10

practitioners that accepted to be interviewed, 4 worked from

Germany, 3 from the UK, 2 from the Netherlands and 1 from

Switzerland. Ages ranged from 25 to 55 years old and, although

the occupation is largely performed by women, after many fruitless

efforts to recruit male participants, one man finally conceded to

be interviewed.

Informed consent was obtained from all participants and all

names were pseudonymized in order to comply with the principle

of “data minimization,” expressed in Article 5(1)(c) of the GDPR

and Article 4(1)(c) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725, which states that

personal data must be “adequate, relevant and limited to what is

necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed.”

Reddit usernames were left in their original form since, contrarily

to most social networks, the platform doesn’t require any personal

information such as a real name or a profile picture. Additionally,

all subreddits, threads, posts and comments on Reddit are available

without any access restriction and/or registration being required,

making it public information and naturally occurring data. Finally,

given that many official ethics guidelines recommend disguising

identities as a default position (see, for example, British Sociological

Association, 2017), names and addresses of cuddling agencies and

community websites were omitted.

2 The aim was to keep the interview fluid enough so that participants could

bring up and discuss other topics that they considered relevant (Reinharz and

Davidman, 1992).

3. The social world of professional
cuddlers

The idea that social worlds are not just “forms of

communication, symbolization, [or] universes of discourses”

(Strauss, 1978; p. 120), which were Mead (1972) main focus of

attention, sends us back to the symbolic interactionist tradition

rooted in the Chicago School’s ecological approaches to social

phenomena, which lied on “the ability to focus now on the

niche and now on the ecosystem which defined it” (Dingwall,

1999; p. 217). As Strauss argued back then, in order to achieve

a better understanding of social worlds it is also necessary to

“examine palpable matters like activities, memberships, sites,

technologies, and organizations” (1978; p. 120). With the growing

involvement of symbolic interactionists in Science and Technology

Studies, infrastructures came to be gradually incorporated into the

framework since they act “as frozen discourses that form avenues

between social worlds and into arenas and larger structures”

(Clarke and Star, 2008; p. 115).

As suggested by scholars who have developed the previously

discussed model, the following sections are dedicated to a brief

exploration of the cuddle industry’s virtual avenues. Navigating

through the social world of professional cuddlers will provide a

greater awareness of the meanings associated to the practice and,

thus, facilitate the interpretation of the testimonials that shall be

discussed later in the text.

3.1. Cuddling social networks

From the practitioners point of view, there is no pre-established

itinerary toward the world of cuddling services but, from what has

been gathered in the course of the present study, cuddling social

networks are often a starting point for two specific reasons.

First of all, because it provides immediate visibility within the

community and exposure to potential clients since not all users

are professionals. To access the platform, just like any other social

network, all that is needed is the registration of an account. Once

that is done, the user is allowed to personalize his/her profile with

several informations (i.e., sexual orientation, marital status, height,

body type, ethnicity, religion, job) and search for other people

according to those same parameters. Additionally, there is a public

forum where users can discuss about all sorts of topics which, as

expected, concern mostly the community’s practice.

Secondly, because there are fewer requirements that must be

fulfilled in order to become a professional cuddler. As stated on

one of the platforms that were analyzed, these amount to having “a

photo to attach,” being “affectionate to anyone,” “accepting all races,

ages, genders and sexual orientations,” being “reliable with strong

interpersonal and communication skills,” and finally “understand

and agree to the Cuddler Contract.” Among other things, the

contract states that:

3. The Cuddler must not offer any non-platonic services

(i.e. fetish related, sexual services, etc.) [. . . ]

15. No sexual activity is permitted. You are not allowed to

solicit for sex [...]
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16. Both parties will remain clothed the entire session.

Undergarments do not constitute as sufficient clothing. If either

party needs to change clothing this will be done in private and

out of sight of the other party. [...]

17. No touching in areas covered by undergarments is

permitted. [...] No kissing is allowed.

Materializing an agreement is crucial to reduce the “double

contingency” (Parsons, 1951) that is here exacerbated by the

extraordinary characteristics of cuddling services. The contract is

an expression of a symbolic system in which the norms and values

that regulate the interaction between professional cuddler and

client are shared. It is based on the premise that the actors would

otherwise experience an overwhelming loss of certainty regarding

the meanings implied by the actions at stake.

Other peculiar features of cuddling social networks that

contribute to the “definition of the situation”3 (Thomas and

Znaniecki, 1927) are the sections in which a sort of statement

of purpose is presented. For instance, looking at the “How It

Works” section of this same platform, a diachronic comparison of

the potential user’s life before and after being introduced to the

cuddling social network is rendered as follows:

How it Used to Work

You know a friend who would make a great cuddle buddy.

You’re fine being platonic friends because what you really want

is to snuggle up on the sofa and watch a movie.

It makes sense to have friends that you regularly cuddle

with, but you struggle to find the courage to ask them because

you worry they won’t understand.

While feeling very awkward, you eventually suggest

the idea but they misinterpret your approach as a

romantic proposition.

There’s now too much doubt over the sincerity of your

friendship. It’s never quite the same again.

How it Works

You sign up for free in under 30 seconds. You

can then instantly communicate without any barriers—it’s

completely free.

You search for people in your area out of the thousands of

active members who are looking to cuddle. We invented online

cuddling so you’ll find more choice here than anywhere else.

You send them a message but you won’t need to worry

about how to word it—they already get it. They’re here for the

same reason you are; to cuddle and nothing more.

3 As the Chicago sociologists explain, “the definition of the situation is

necessary preliminary to any act of the will, for in given conditions and

with a given set of attitudes an indefinite plurality of actions is possible,

and one definite action can appear only if these conditions are selected,

interpreted, and combined in a determined way” (Thomas and Znaniecki,

1927; p. 68). In other words, the meaning of a situation is constructed by

the individual’s wishes, experiences, needs, beliefs and customs of his or her

own social group. Consequently, his/her actions are more or less determined

by the subjective meaning attributed to the situation in which he/she finds

him/herself, rather than by its objective aspects.

They sound like someone you’d get along with, so you

organize to meet-up and cuddle. And most importantly, it’s

pressure-free without any expectations of it progressing to

something more.

These two items provide a (non-)normative frame that subverts

traditional expectations regarding intimacy and sexuality. They

reflect not only the presence of a dominant social order where

physical intimacy is understood as sexual and/or romantic, but

also the existence of individuals that stand at the opposite pole

by not conforming to those same “taken for granted” (Schütz,

1944) assumptions. Sections like the one shown previously, are

an invitation for new members to adopt “a different scheme of

interpretation for the meaning of an act” (Goffman, 1971; p.

231), thus reinforcing (or compensating for) what will then be

metacommunicated during the cuddle session, in Bateson’s own

words, that “these actions, in which we now engage, do not denote

what would be denoted by those actions which these actions

denote” (Bateson, 1972; p. 180).

Last, but not least, on the “Terms and Conditions” section, the

user can find further contextual information regarding the platform

and its rules:

You agree to never use this Website for the intent of

meeting another member for sex. You also agree to never

attempt to progress a meeting, organized via this website, to a

sexual nature.

When communicating with another member, you agree

to never indicate a desire to cuddle while doing any of the

following: (1) being nude, (2) wearing only underwear, (3)

kissing, (4) groping, (5) satisfying a fetish or kink, and (6)

anything of a non-platonic nature. [...]

This site is intended for platonic services only. Members or

professional cuddlers attempting to solicit or offer non-platonic

services (i.e. fetish related, sexual services, etc.) [...] will be

banned. This is to further keep the cuddling community image

separate from any illegal activities [...]

You agree to only upload photos of yourself that are fully

clothed. Your photos cannot be suggestive whatsoever, even to

a mild degree (e.g., focus on the cleavage).

The specified terms support the code of conduct that is already

encouraged in the aforementioned contract. In addition, they

attempt to exert a “frame alignment”4 on all potential users in

order to create resonance (Snow et al., 1986) with the new social

context. As we have seen, cuddling social networks operate under

4 Though the concept is originally used by the authors to describe how

social mobilization and movement participation occurs, it is useful here to

explain a similar process that potentially arises whenever new members join

the cuddling community. Drawing on Go�man’s notion of “frameworks”

(Go�man, 1974), Snow and his colleagues develop the idea according to

which individuals and the social movement organizations they choose to

associate with share the same “interpretative orientations” because their

beliefs, interests and values are, or become, linked to the organizations’

ideology, goals and activities (Snow et al., 1986). Similarly, when someone

joins a cuddling social network, as in this case, he/she theoretically adheres

to the norms that govern action within that specific social realm.
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a specific set of rules that temporarily suspends the outsiders’

“schemes of interpretation and orientation”5 (Schütz, 1962) and,

in so doing, it simultaneously enables them to internalize new

meanings ascribed to certain social cues that will arise in that

particular setting, thus avoiding misinterpretations and providing

alternative courses of action. Plus, it creates a “safe space” for those

whom already share that same ideal according to which physical

intimacy can be experienced and expressed without creating

sexual expectations.

3.2. Cuddling agencies

In some cases, joining a cuddling agency is the next

step that practitioners take toward reaching a more legitimate

and professional image regarding their occupation. Just like

any other form of association, these agencies provide peer

acknowledgment and recognition, which in turn makes the

individual feel safe about the social value of his identity

(Rawls, 1971; Honneth, 1992) precisely because one’s identity

is shaped by social recognition. In that sense, associations are

safe havens where members support each other’s conception of

a “good life” and thus find confirmation of their own self-image

(Rosenblum, 1998; Warren, 2001).

Cuddling agencies differ significantly from cuddling social

networks because they create a sort of enclave. In fact, to join a

cuddling agency it is necessary to attend a paid training course

provided by that same agency and obtain a certification, which

is only granted after having passed a theoretical, and sometimes

practical, test. Once these requirements are fulfilled, practitioners

will have the possibility to see their profile available on the website.

While cuddling social networks are particularly concerned with

desexualizing and deromanticizing physical intimacy, cuddling

agencies on the other hand emphasize the health costs and

consequences of touch deprivation. As it is stated on the “Why We

Need Touch” section of one of the analyzed cuddling agencies:

Because human beings are wired to touch and be touched,

the absence of touch causes disturbances in both mind and

body. Touch helps create psychological and physical wellness,

and touch deprivation contributes to illness at many levels.

5 According to Schütz, ordinary social life is governed by typifications

formed by knowledge acquired in a given social world through its members,

who use these same types as schemes to produce their own actions and

understand the actions of others as well (Schütz, 1962). Moreover, these

typifications are usually more standardized when it comes to patterns

of conduct that have been greatly institutionalized. This interactional

dynamic is also reflected by Garfinkel’s rework of “the documentary method

of interpretation” (Garfinkel, 1967). For the ethnomethodologist, these

typifications are a “commonsense knowledge of social structures” that helps

actors in their daily reasoning about the social world. Much like a feedback

loop, when confronted with certain events or behaviors, actors employ their

known patterns as a source of explanation while seeing those same events or

behaviors as a “document” that confirms the patterns that they have just used.

Hence, “the objective reality of social facts [is] an ongoing accomplishment

of the concerted activities of daily life” (Garfinkel, 1967; p. vii).

1. Stress and Relaxation: Touch deprivation increases stress

and body tension levels behaviorally and biochemically. [. . . ]

2. Sleep Difficulties: Research has found a strong

relationship to touch deprivation and sleep disturbance. [. . . ]

3. Immune Response: Touch deprivation can suppress the

response of the immune system. [. . . ]

4. Delayed Growth: There have been many studies linking

touch deprivation and growth deprivation. [. . . ]

5. Cardiovascular Disease: Cardiovascular disease is often

exacerbated by a lack of contact with other people.

Conversely, the health benefits of cuddling services as a

potential solution to the lack of touch are asserted likewise on the

“Who Books a CPI Certified Cuddler?” section:

DID YOU KNOW?

Touch triggers a cascade of healing chemical responses

including a decrease in stress hormones and an increase in

seratonin and dopamine levels. Additionally, touch has been

shown to increase the immune system’s cytotoxic capacity,

thereby helping our body maintain its defenses and decreasing

anxiety, depression, hyperactivity, inattention, stress hormones

and cortisol levels.

The need to evoke medical discourse, resonates with the

“discursive formations and practices deployed by women

therapeutic massage practitioners in terms of setting and

maintaining professional boundaries” (Oerton, 2004: 550) that

separate these occupations from sexual services. Plus, if we assume,

as suggested by Bourdieu (1993), that legitimation is based on the

audience’s belief in the evaluations of a given institutional agent,

then any activity that is supported by the scientific community is, in

theory, more likely to be acknowledged by the public. In any case,

the recurrent conflation between certain types of body work and

sex work is perhaps the main driving force that leads practitioners

to “have a special and vested interest in being seen as legitimate,

serious, healthcare professionals” (Oerton, 2004; p. 550). Indeed,

it is not a coincidence that on the “Mission Statement” section the

cuddling agency declares its purpose as follows:

To train, inspire, support and unite every Professional

Cuddler [. . . ]

To maximize your professional credibility and enable

your Cuddle Therapy practice to thrive through gold standard

training and aftercare. [. . . ]

To promote the consensual, non-sexual holding and

touching of adults within defined boundaries as a legitimate

and valuable holistic therapy, and to remove the stigma

and suspicion surrounding the professional provision of

platonic touch.

Even if cuddling agencies are, in general, more focused

on professionalizing the practice comparing to cuddling social

networks, employing desexualization strategies is nonetheless an

integrative part of such boundary work. As it has been noted

by scholars who have conducted research within the field of

body work, “one’s professional identity can be considered suspect

for many reasons” (Sullivan, 2012; p. 273). In this particular
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case, which recalls similar issues that concern massage therapists,

professional cuddlers adopt medical discourses in order “tomanage

a sexualized and stigmatized professional identity” (ivi: 274).

Differently from massage therapy though, as illustrated by the

previous excerpt, professional cuddling agencies explicitly state that

the service is non-sexual6 and go even further by claiming that

the promotion of consensual touch and the removal of stigma

surrounding practitioners is part of the community’s mission. Such

a straightforward definition can also be observed by looking at the

“Code of Conduct” section, available at the website of a different

cuddling agency:

6. This is a strictly platonic service. Client and Practitioner

both agree to not pursue or encourage sexual arousal. Also:

•Minimum clothing of tank top and shorts that cover the

top half of the thigh and are suitable to be worn in public for

both Client and Practitioner at all times.

• No hand to genital or breast contact. No intentional

genital stimulation of any kind.

• No exchanging of saliva, or any other bodily fluid, in

any way.

Yet, regardless of all the outspoken and unambiguous

disavowals of sexual achievements through professional cuddling,

what perhaps distinguishes the practice from other occupations

that operate under similar settings and deal with the same sort of

situations is the way it addresses the expression of sexual desire.

This is made clear on the cuddling agency’s “FAQ”:

What happens if I become sexually aroused during

a session?

Arousal is a healthy human response to all kinds of things

including touch. It is not a problem in a non-sexual session. The

important thing is that neither client or practitioner respond

to it in a manner intended to increase arousal. It can be

acknowledged or not and simply allowed to come and go

without taking focus.

Such attitude points out to the recognition of “sexual agency

in response to sexualized interactions” and acknowledges a form

of “professional sexuality that can exist between the (constructed)

poles of desexualization and re-eroticization.” (Sullivan, 2014;

p. 359).

It should be taken into consideration that, since most

practitioners are women and recipients are men, the enacted

neutralization of sexual desire can potentially trigger a

reconsideration of gender norms. In other words, by “asserting

their right to choose, women challenge the assumption that female

sexuality exists to serve the sexual needs of men” (Hooks, 2000;

p. 157), while men go beyond “gender stereotypes that distance

[them] from physical nurturing” (Harding et al., 2008; p. 89).

6 A recent study suggests that “massage therapy clinics and colleges could

display information at their front desks about their zero-tolerance policy

for sexual harassment by clients.” (Richard et al., 2020; p. 210) According

to the authors, this would serve as a deterrent against potential o�enders.

Being proposed as a preventative measure, it is here assumed that such

desexualization strategy isn’t commonly used.

By validating “mutuality as a guiding principle in their sexual

negotiation” (Cense et al., 2018; p. 287), men also challenge

dominant notions of masculinity as incompatible with platonic

intimacy due to the supposedly sexualized nature of male touch.

3.3. Media representations of, and online
discussions about, cuddling services

Professional cuddling holds a promising potential toward

changing the gender normative landscape. However, such

possibilities are nonetheless undermined by press depictions

that build on, and thus exacerbate, the assumption that physical

intimacy and sexuality are two sides of the same coin. In fact, the

most recurrent topic throughout the media is sex, or rather how

the service is (surprisingly) non-sexual. As illustrated by Armour

(2015) in an article published on The Wall Street Journal:

For $80 an hour, or up to $400 for an overnight gig, the

33-year-old mother of three dons flannel pajama bottoms, puts

away her family pictures and two pit bull mix dogs and invites

clients into her bedroom in Highland, N.Y., to snuggle. Once

the spooning begins, she insists that it stay strictly platonic. The

cuddle-for-hire business is taking off—even though the clothes

stay on.

Why does she have to insist that professional cuddling is a non-

sexual service? And why is it so striking that although the clothes

stay on, the business still takes off ? Despite recent claims that media

articles “have been sure to distance [professional cuddlers’] non-

sexual economic exchanges from pretty much any and all forms

of sex work” (Szegheo-Lang, 2015; p. 18), such demarcation is

often elaborated with skeptical undertones. Upon closer look, it

becomes evident that the underlying premise predicts that along

with physical intimacy, sexuality must necessarily emerge. This

same attitude finds confirmation on several online discussions

about cuddling services. The following excerpts, which have been

extracted from a subreddit called “AskMen,” reflect how some users

reacted to a thread posted by a woman nicknamed (Cuddlme,

2013), who claimed that she would soon become a professional

cuddler but was curious to know why there was “some hatin’ going

on [. . . ] about this service”:

Why would I pay someone to cuddle when I could just pay

a prostitute to cuddle and I could get a blowjob at the end?

(deleted user)

Simply steel yourself for two likely scenarios:

-some costumers will misunderstand the concept and ask

for a little extra;

-some will become attached, ask for your phone number

etc. (cccjfs)

Cuddling is about physical intimacy. I guarantee you,

you will have a few boners a day rubbed into your

back. (nubbeh123)

Hope you like getting poked with boners while being

spooned. (vbfronkis)
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Generally speaking, the reactions were quite harsh and

demeaning. Users expressed several motivations as to why

professional cuddling is “hated” but, among most, the nexus

between physical intimacy and sexuality appeared to be central.

For instance, the first user fails to understand the whole point

to cuddling if it is stripped from sexual satisfaction, while the

remnant comments warn the practitioner that male clients

will experience sexual arousal. These representations of male

behavior within physically intimate settings reinforce the

ready-made sexual scripts that are endorsed by traditional

gender norms. They reproduce the so-called “sexual double

standard” according to which “men are expected to present

themselves as sexually active and ready to take sexual

initiatives, whereas women are expected to present themselves

as sexually reactive and passive” (Emmerink et al., 2016;

p. 363).

4. Cuddling services from the inside
out

These are some of the social pressures that undermine the

potentials of professional cuddling as a legitimate practice. The

constant focus on the sexual dimensions of a service that, as it

has been shown previously, struggles to present itself as non-

sexual, is an indicator of how the “sexual imperative” (Przybylo,

2014) structures social understandings of physical intimacy around

sex. Cuddling is thus perceived as a preliminary and integrative

part of the sexual act. If it does not lead to that, then it is not

only pointless but also unbelievable. Emma, a 33-year-old cuddling

agency owner fromGermany who began as a solo professional after

graduating in German Literature and Philosophy with a thesis on

“body intelligence,” briefly explains how she usually experiences

speaking about her services to the media:

I did some interviews on the radio, television and for

newspapers as well and the first questions they ask you

are: “is it something sexual?,” “is it naked?,” “do men attack

you?,” “do they get aroused?” [...] I think that when people

first hear “cuddling services” they think it’s a euphemism for

sexual services.

Another common feature of the discourses that surround

professional cuddling, as suggested in the previous excerpt, is the

depiction of men as aggressors and pursuers of sex. Questions such

as “do men attack you?” and “do they get aroused?” validate and

reproduce traditional gender stereotypes based on the “‘male sexual

drive’ discourse [which] sees men as sexually insatiable and male

sexuality as naturally an uncontrollable drive.” (Hollway, 1984; p.

63). In fact, it is not a coincidence that professional cuddlers set

up several boundary-building stages prior to the session such as

vetting calls to filter right fromwrong customers or agreements that

require a signature. Lydia, a 35-year-old professional cuddler from

Czech Republic who moved to England some years ago to pursue a

nursing career, explains how she proceeds after being booked:

I just arrange for a video call and we’ll just discuss- I just

go through... I just ask them why they booked a session and

what do they expect from it... What... What are they looking

for... Because this is important to me, I need to know whether

they’re really happy that it’s platonic, so I make sure that they

are aware it’s only platonic.

Vetting calls are instrumental to professional cuddlers because

they allow them to screen customers and learn about their

motivations and expectations. As Lydia pointed out, shemust know

if they are aware that the service is non-sexual. Regardless of the

customer’s answer though, it is quite common for practitioners

to explain the code of conduct over the phone. Finally, once the

boundaries of the session have been clearly laid out, the practitioner

prompts the customer with a contract stating that he/she agrees

with the previously discussed rules. Rita, a 51-year-old mother who

was born and raised in England where she also works as a “laughter

yoga” teacher, illustrates the procedure as follows:

The client arrives, we introduce ourselves, we go once

again through what the session might entail [...] right at the

beginning of the session I’ll ask my clients to sign a cuddle

contract and it’s very short and... What it says is everything that

we’ve already discussed in our conversations so that it’s not a

sexual service [. . . ] and that we must be fully clothed [. . . ] So,

all the things that will keep me safe and my client safe. I get

them to sign it so that, you know... Just to double check that

they’re aware.

While the media and the public draw on discourses of

“compulsory sexuality” (Gupta, 2015) that privilege certain ways

of doing intimacy (i.e. sexual intimacy), professional cuddlers

are pushed toward the adoption of desexualization strategies

that reclaim the legitimacy of platonic intimacy. Except that, in

the process of doing so, they are also perpetuating dominant

representations of men as predators and acknowledging “the

obsessive repetition of sexual deeds, desires [and] thoughts” that

form the “sexusociety” (Przybylo, 2011; p. 448). Which is not

so surprising given that, even if the practice clearly acts as

a resistance to, it is still embedded in a culture dominated

by patriarchy. This also explains why so many professional

cuddlers have a hard time finding acceptance among close

peers. When speaking about how she felt in terms of telling

others about her occupation, Deborah who is 25 years old

and, besides working as a professional cuddler herself, runs a

cuddling agency in England, said that “it was quite difficult

to share in the beginning because I was afraid of how people

would perceive me, how they would judge me [...] I was a

little bit apprehensive but I took my time.” These concerns are

quite common among practitioners and they aren’t unfounded

since prejudice is right around the corner. Hugo, a 54-year-old

divorced Swiss, is one of the few men who work as professional

cuddlers in Europe. However, becoming a male practitioner

in a female dominated occupation forced him to reconsider

his friendships:

I found out that my circle of friends is changing just

because of that, because most of my old friends don’t

understand why I do this. They think that this is not something

male, you know? This is very female or they think, as I said, that

it has a lot to do with sex. I’ve explained it has nothing to do

with sex but I feel like the society as a whole is not really ready
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yet for this sort of concept. [...] Society accepts that women are

more into that than men because it’s considered to be a soft...

Profession, right?

For his old friends, he wasn’t fulfilling the role and behavior

that is prescribed by the dominant notion of a masculinity. Unlike

other men who end up succumbing to social pressures, Hugo

chose not to conform to traditional gender norms. But this is not

simply a matter of gender segregation, as it also implies gendered

assumptions regarding sexual scripts. In fact, Hugo has exemplified

this by claiming that “when I tell my friends I’m a cuddler [. . . ]

they don’t understand because they say cuddling is something very

personal and you only cuddle like foreplay, before sex.” Hugo’s

old friends perceive him as less masculine not only because of

the supposedly feminine qualities of his job but also because,

contrarily to what would be expected, he believes that sex isn’t

necessarily a prerequisite for intimacy. Such expectation found

confirmation among the female practitioners’ own representations

of the male subject:

I don’t think they could understand or imagine that if a

guy is cuddling with a girl, that the guy doesn’t want anything

more than just to cuddle with the girl. I think that, specially

in the mindset of a man, he cannot help it because that’s also

how we are, you know? How the system works and how we

are raised and how our patterns are... Cuddling... Is a way to

get something else. [...] For men to touch is... Often... Through

that system. It’s socially seen as sexual, you know? If a guy

hugs a girl too long or he hugs a kid too long, people maybe

think things of it. [...] It’s almost expected of them that if they

cuddle somebody, something... They have something else on

their mind... And it isn’t necessarily there but, because the

whole world thinks it, it will be there.

As suggested by Karen, a 36-year-old professional cuddler from

the Netherlands, men aren’t capable of decoupling touch from sex

because their “mindset” is guided by the (gendered) “patterns”

that the (patriarchal) “system” imposes. When they do, as Hugo’s

case has demonstrated, they are stigmatized for deviating from

the prescribed gender norms and expressing alternative forms

of masculinity. Drawing on Rubin (1984) “hierarchical system

of sexual value,” Przybylo argues that the sexusociety’s favored

repetitions are “coital sex, sex with a purpose (be it reproduction

or male orgasm), heterosexual and heteronormative sex, sex within

marriage or coupledom [...] and a sexuality that amounts to little

more than the sum of these” (Przybylo, 2011; p. 448). At this point,

it would be useful to consider that such repetitions aren’t just

limited to sex since they encompass intimacy as well. Therefore, the

list of repetitions could benefit from a slight twist: sexual intimacy,

intimacy with a purpose (be it sexual or romantic), heterosexual and

heteronormative intimacy, intimacy within marriage or coupledom

and an intimacy that amounts to little more than the sum of these.

5. Discussion

It is unclear whether professional cuddling has any significant

impact on the normative landscape that governs gendered

assumptions about physical intimacy. What is evident though, is

that the practice stands in opposition to the gender performances

promoted by patriarchal norms (i.e., hegemonic masculinity and

emphasized femininity). Indeed, the testimonials and experiences

of practitioners, which stand in stark contrast with media and

public representations of physical intimacy, show that there are

alternative—though perhaps still subordinated—scripts available

for both male and female subjects. Despite social disapproval, it

seems that subjects who are involved in professional cuddling,

actively deconstruct the “sacrosanct trilogy of sex, gender and

desire” which “push our lives toward [sexnormative7] visions

of love, care, kinship and intimacy.” (Oliveira et al., 2014; p.

49). Similarly to what feminist scholars have claimed about

asexuality, professional cuddling might as well free women “from

authoritarian constraints of patriarchy, demands of men, and less

worthy pursuits of pleasure and physical gratification.” (Fahs, 2010;

p. 452). This applies not only for women, but for men likewise since

masculinity, though dominated by a specific set of stereotypes, is

nonetheless plural and in need of emancipation from its harmful

hegemonic notions.

To conclude, although light has been shed on some of the

reasons why professional cuddling is often confused with sex

work—or, in other words, why touch (i.e. physical intimacy) is

so intrinsically conflated with sex—and how practitioners manage

their identity and tackle stigma, further research would be necessary

to fully understand how and whether such practice actually

is transformative in terms of gender performances and sexual

scripts or not. What can be argued though is that, contrarily

to asexuals who have no particular interest in politicizing their

identity8 (Dawson et al., 2018) as a form of resistance against the

“diluted omnipresence of sexuality in our western contemporary

present” (Przybylo, 2011; p. 446), professional cuddlers appear to

be much more actively concerned with sexualized understandings

of physical intimacy precisely because they are directly confronted

with such meanings in the course of their practice, on a

regular basis.
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